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Three classes of necessary conditions for completing partial iatin squares are 
studied. These condition classes are derived via network Aow theory, bipartite 
graph matching theory and by relating the completion problem to triply stochastic 
matrices. The latter formulation suggest an integer programming model of the 
completion problem which is convenient for analyzing the relative strength of the 
three condition classes. It is shown that these classes are nested and examples are 
given to demonstrate that this nesting is proper. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A latin square of order n is an n x n array, each cell of which contains one 
of the symbols 1, 2,..., n, arranged so that each symbol appears exactly once 
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in each row and column of the array. When we allow certain cells of the 
array to remain empty, but still stipulate consistency, i.e., that each symbol 
appear no more than once in any row and column, the resulting array is 
called a partial latin square of order n. Of course, not all partial latin squares 
can be extended or completed to latin squares (see Figure I of Section 4), 
and the problem of determining a meaningful characterization of com- 
pletable latin squares appears to be quite difficult. The completion problem 
admits to analysis, however, through a variety of well-known structures of 
combinatorial optimization and it is thus an especially attractive combina- 
torial problem. In this manuscript we adopt successively the viewpoints of 
network flows, bipartite matchings and triply stochastic matrices in order to 
derive three families of conditions necessary for the completion of partial 
latin squares. Our results build on earlier work of Cruse [l] and Oyama [6] 
(see also [5, 7]), though familiarity with these references is not essential for 
understanding the present manuscript. 
The three families of completion conditions developed in Section 2 of this 
paper are shown in Section 3 to be closely related via consideration of a 
dual pair of linear programming problems and their integer programming 
restrictions. Using these programming problems we show, in fact, that the 
three classes of partial latin squares which satisfy the respective conditions 
of Section 2 are “nested.” Xn the final section of this paper we give two 
examples which demonstrate that this nesting is proper. 
2. COMPLETION CONDITIONS 
Throughout this and the following section we assume that P is a given 
partial latin square of order n and we denote N = (1,2,..., n>. We first use 
network Aow theory to derive necessary conditions for the completion of 
P. A network flow model for completing P is obtained by interpreting the 
unassigned copies of the various symbols as commodities which must be 
shipped through the unassigned cells of P in a consistent manner. Thus we 
interpret the completion problem as a supply-demand network flow problem 
(see [3]) and, since the assignment of symbols to cells of P must distinguish 
among the various symbols, it is of the multi-commodity type. Specifically, 
with P we associate a directed network G (see Figure 1, Section 4) with nodes 
4”;1 v I v 3 u & , where KI = I& = iV and I and J correspond respectively 
to the rows and columns of P. G has directed arc sets 
((k, i): k E KI ; i E I; symbol k is not in row i of P>, 
((i, j): i E C j E 9; cell (i, j) of P is empty}, 
((j, k): j E J; k E KZ ; symbol k is not in column j of P>. 
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Associate also with each k E Kl a supply of nk copies of symbol k, where ng is 
the number of copies of symbol k required to complete P; similarly, node 
k E K2 has a demand of nk units of symbol k. One may then easily see that 
completion of P is equivalent to the existence of an integral {multi- 
commodity) shipment of the symbol supplies to their respective demand 
nodes, which conserves flow at the intermediate nodes I u 9 and which 
satisfies lower arc flow limitations of 0 and unit upper arc flow limitations 
(capacities) on all arcs. 
For arbitrary node subsets A, B of G, we denote the collection of arcs of G 
of the form (a, b), a E A, b E B, by (A, B); / . j denotes the cardinality function. 
Relaxation of the network flow model described above to a single commodity 
flow problem and an application of the max flow-mm cut theorem of Ford 
and Fulkerson [3] yields the foIlowing set of necessary conditions for 
completion of P which we refer to as “network conditions” and denote as 
U-3 
THEOREM 1 [6]. If P can be completed to a latin square, then the following 
family of linear inequalities must hold (where 1, = N\I, ,I, = N\J,,): 
The conditions (NC) presented in Theorem 1 have been shown (see [6,7]) 
to be equivalent to completion conditions of Cruse given in [l]. Suppose 
that the preassigned cells of P form an I x c rectangular subarray in rows 
1, 2,..., r and columns 1,2,..., c. Then for 1, = (r + 1, r + 2 ,..., n}, JO = 
{c + 1, c + L, n} and K0 = (k}, the conditions of Theorem 1 specialize to 
2n - r - c > nk , k E N. These conditions were shown by Ryser [g] to be 
necessary and sufficient for completing partial latin squares of this 
“rectangular” form. 
The completion problem for P may also be interpreted as an edge coloring 
problem in an undirected bipartite graph H whose vertices correspond to the 
rows and columns of P and whose edges E correspond to the 19 cells of P. 
With each of the n symbols we associate a distinct color, and we color an 
edge of E with the kth color if symbol k is in the corresponding cell of P. 
Now P can be completed to a latin square if and only if the remaining edges 
of E can be colored with the n “symbol” colors so that in the final coloring 
no two adjacent edges have the same color. 
Any collection of mutually nonadjacent edges in an undirected graph, 
such as any subset of edges receiving the same color in the edge-colorings of 
the previous paragraph, is called a matching. Let U _C E correspond to the 
unoccupied cells of P and suppose S _C U. We define the set Sk as those edges 
of S which (taken one-at-a-time) may be colored “consistently” with the kth 
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color; i.e., an edge of S is in Sk when the assignment of symbol k to the corre- 
sponding cell of P is possible. The graph Hrc has the same vertices as N and 
has edge set &, ; r(,!$J denotes the size of a maximum cardinality matching 
in Hk . The following theorem gives “matching conditions,” denoted (MCI), 
for completion of P. 
THEOREM 2 161. If P can be completed to a latin square, then the following 
jbmily of linear inequalities must hold: 
The conditions of Theorem 2 simply reflect the obvious fact that com- 
pletion of P is impossible when P contains a set of unoccupied cells whose 
cardinality exceeds the total of the maximum number of consistent assign- 
ments of the individual symbols into these cells. However, the simplicity of 
this observation is somewhat deceptive, for we show in the following sections 
of this paper that the conditions (MC) are (properly) stronger than the 
conditions (NC). 
An n x n x n array with nonnegative entries is called triply stochastic if 
fixing any two of its indices arbitrarily and summing over the remaining 
index yields unity. In [I] Cruse has developed completion conditions related 
to triply stochastic matrices. The ul x yz x n array C = (cijlc), for which 
cijk = 1 if symbol k occupies cell (i,,j) of P and cijle = 0 otherwise, is called 
the characteristic matrix of P. Notice that C satisfies the relations 
Clearly, completion of P is equivalent to the stipulation that C be a subarray 
of some y1 x IZ x IZ triply stochastic array with (0, I)-valued entries. Relaxing 
the integrality requirement here yields the following “below triply stochastic” 
conditions for completing P which we denote (BTS). 
THEOREM 3 [l]. If P can be completed to a latin square, then there exists a 
triply stochastic matrix D = (d&for which the characteristic matrix C of P 
satisfies: 
‘$jk < disk. , i,j,kEN. 
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3. SYNTHESIS 
We observed in the previous section that completion of a partial latin 
square P is equivalent to embedding its characteristic matrix C into a (0, l)- 
valued triply stochastic matrix. Thus one may represent the completion 
problem for P as an integer programming problem-the variables are the 
cells of the 12 x y1 x n cube and the object is to assign the maximum number 
of ones to these cells subject to the triply stochastic conditions and the 
stipulations that the cells of the cube which correspond to preassignments 
in P must receive a one. We show in this section that this formulation of the 
completion problem readily displays the relationship among the condi- 
tions (NC), (MC) and (BTS). 
The above formulation may be refined by incorporating the “fixed” 
information corresponding to preassignments in P as follows. Define 
Fij = (i, j): i Cijk = 0 
! k=l 
Fik = (i, k): f Ciih = 0 , 
I j=l I 
Fi’jr = (j, k): i Cijk = 0 , 
I i=l 1 
F = {(i, j, k): (i, j) E Ftii , (i, k) E Fik , (j, k) E 4,). 
Thus (i,j, k) E F if and only if the assignment of symbol k to the empty cell 
(i,j) of P is possible. Note also that the number of empty cells in P is given by 
/ Fij 1 = / Fik / = j Ffk /. Now it is not difficult to see that P can be completed 
if and only if the following “primal” integer program has a solution whose 
value is the number of empty cells in P: 
max c Xijk 
(i,j,k)EF 
subject to 
j:(i,j,kMF 
c xijk < 1, W) E Fij 
k:(i,f,k)cF 
Xijk = 0, 1, (i, j, k) GE 
(PIP) 
Furthermore, relaxing the binary constraints in (PIP) to xijk > 0, (i, j, k) E F, 
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we obtain a linear program (PLP) which reflects the (BTS) conditions in the 
following sense: (PEP) has a solution of value equal to the number of empty 
cells in P if and only if P satisfies the (BEG) conditions of Theorem 3. 
The program (PLP) is clearly feasible and has bounded objective value. 
Thus the Duality Theorem of linear programming [2] insures that the 
following linear programming dual of (PLP) has optimal objective value 
equal to that of (PLP): 
subject to 
Stipulating that the variables uik , yii and vjk of (DLP) must be (0, 1)-valued 
tightens the nonnegativity requirement; we denote this integer program by 
(DIP). We now prove that (DIP) bears the same relation to the (MC) con- 
ditions of Theorem 2 that (PLP) does to the (BTS) conditions. 
323E0REi14 4. The optimal solution value for (DIP) is equal to the number of 
empty cells in P if and only if P satisfies the conditions (MC) of Theorem 2. 
Proof. Note that (DIP) always has a feasible solution of value equal to 
the number of empty cells in P; e.g., we could take yir = 1 for all (i,j) E Fij . 
Suppose (DIP) has a feasible solution (u*, y*, v*) of value strictly less than 
/ Fij /, the number of empty cells in P. Then we claim that (MC) fails for 
S = ((1’, j): y$ = O>, where we use the sets denoted in the statement of 
Theorem 2 to refer directly now to cells of P (rather than edges of E). For 
each k = 1, 2,..., n, let Mk denote a maximum matching in the graph Ir, 
(see the discussion preceeding Theorem 2). Now each edge (i, j) E Mk 
corresponds to a triple (i, j, k) E F. Thus we may sum the constraints of (DIP) 
corresponding to the edges of IM, to yield 
But S, C S, so that &J+~ yij - * 0. Thus the above expression summed 
over k implies 
< / Fgi / - l{(i, j): y$ = 111 = / S j. 
Thus (MC) fails for S. 
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For the converse, suppose (MC) fails on set S. It is easy to see that the 
maximum matching problem on Hk may be formulated as the integer 
programming problem: 
i-(&J = max 1 xijlc 
@.j)ES, 
subject to 
c Xijk < 1, .i E Jt i:w)ES~c 
c Xijk < I, i E Ifi 
j:(i,j)EsI, 
&jk = 0, 1, 6.d E sk , 
where i, = (i: (i,j) E SI, for some j) and Jrc = (j: (i,j) E SIC for some i). 
Since Hk is bipartite, the constraint system for the latter integer programming 
problem is totally unimodular and thus we have also that (see [4]): 
subject to 
r(sk) = min 1 &k + c vjk 
iHk SIJ, 
uik + vjk 2 1, 6.i) E sk 
Uilc , vjk binary, iGI%, jEJ,. 
Suppose that (u’, v’) is an optimal solution to this latter problem. We then 
define (for each k) 
I  
I  
* Uik = Uik 3 i E IIG yz = I 
1, (i, j> ~Fij\s * vik , j E Jk 
0, else, 0, else, 
Ujk = 
I 0, else. 
It is not difficult to check that (u*, y*, v*) is a feasible (DIP) solution with 
objective value C& r(S,) + 1 Fij\S I. Since (MC) fails on S, Cc=, r(S,) < 
1 S I, and thus (u*, y*, v*) is a feasible solution to (DIP) of value less than 
1 I;ij /, as required. # 
The conditions (NC) of Theorem 1 are also embodied by the integer 
programming problem (DIP). For any triple I,, J,, , K,, _C N, the conditions 
(NC) direct attention to the arc sets (dir,, I,,), (JO, rir,) and (&, , 7,) in the 
digraph G (see the discussion preceedihg Theorem 1). Corresponding to 
I, , Jo , K, C N we define the following “network” solution to (DIP): 
I 
1, (k 9 I & , L> 
” = 0, else, vz = 
L(j,k)~(Jo,&) 
0, else. 
This solution is feasible for (DIP), for suppose (i, j, k) E F. Then either 
(k, i) 4 (& , I,), in which case & = 1, or we have (k, i) E (I&, , I,); in the 
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latter case either j E JO , and hence v& = 1, or j E J, , implying that u$ = 1. 
Furthermore, the objective value of this solution is 
Now when (NC) fails for l,, , J,, , X0 , we have 
which implies 
Thus from failure of (NC) for I,, JO, K, it is immediate that the (DIP) 
objective value of the solution (u*, y*, u*) is smaller than [ Fik /, the number 
of empty cells in P. Furthermore, observe that (DIP) always has a feasible 
solution of the above form whose value is equal to the number of empty cells 
in P; e.g., we could take K, = 1, = ia, giving the solution y* = 0, O* = 0 
and u& = 1 for all (i, k) E Fik . 
Thus the integer programming formulation (PIP) of the completion 
problem for P leads to a natural means for comparing the various completion 
conditions of Section 2. We have verified the following inequalities: 
number of empty cells in P 
3 
value of a best “network” solution to (DIP) 
> 
value of an optimal solution to (DIP) 
3 
value of an optimal solution to (DLP) or (FLP) 
>, 
value of an optimal solution to (PIP). 
(1) 
(21 
(3) 
(4) 
Furthermore, inequalities (l)-(4) above correspond successively to (NC), 
(MC), (BTS) and completion for P. If (1) holds strictly (i.e., if (1) does not 
hold at equality), then conditions (NC), (MC) and (BTS) fail and P cannot 
be completed; if (1) holds at equality and (2) holds strictly, then the con- 
d.itions (NC) are satisfied, but (MC) and (BTS) fail and P cannot be com- 
pleted; if (I) and (2) hold at equality and (3) holds strictly, then conditions 
(NC) and (MC) are satisfied, but (BTS) fails and P cannot be completed; 
finally, when (l)-(3) hold at equality and (4) holds strictly, then all conditions 
(NC), (MC) and (BTS) are satisfied, but P cannot be completed. We give 
examples of each of these four possibilities in the following section. The 
above discussion may be summarized as follows: 
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THEOREM 5. (i) (MC) implies (NC); 
(ii) (BTS) implies (MC) and (NC). 
Associated with P we may define two conjugate partial latin squares P’ 
and P” as follows: symbol j is assigned to cell (i, k) of P’ and symbol i is 
assigned to cell (k,j) of P” if and only if cell (i, j) of P contains symbol k. 
Clearly P can be completed if and only if P’ and P” can also be completed, 
and thus the application of Theorems l-3 to P’ and P” yields further con- 
ditions necessary for the completion of P. Let (NC)‘, (MC)‘, (BTS)’ and 
(NC)“, (MC)“, (BTS)” refer to such conditions in the obvious way. The index 
symmetry of the (BTS) conditions implies that for the conjugate latin 
squares P’ and P” the respective conjugate conditions (BTS)’ and (BTS)” 
are just the same as (BTS). Similarly, from the equivalence of (NC) to con- 
ditions given in [l] (see Oyama [6, 7]), the symmetry of Cruse’s conditions 
implies that the conjugate conditions (NC), (NC)‘, (NC)” are equivalent. A 
similar result is true for (MC), though this is not evident from the role played 
by the indices in Theorem 2. To see this we recall the relationship of the 
conditions (MC) to the solutions for (DIP) displayed in the proof of 
Theorem 4. The conditions (MC) fail on the set S if and only if there is a 
solution (u*, y*, v*) to (DIP) for which $ = 1 for empty cells (i,j) of P not 
in S whose value is smaller than the number of empty cells in P. One may 
similarly show that the conditions (MC)’ for P’ will fail on a set S’ if and 
only if there is a solution (u*, y*, u*) to (DIP) with z& = 1 for empty cells 
(i, k) of P’ not in S’ whose value is smaller than the number of empty cells 
in P; a similar statement holds for the conditions (MC)” for P” and a failure 
set S”. Hence equivalence of the conditions (MC), (MC)’ and (MC)” follows 
from their common relation to (DIP). 
THEOREM 6. (i) (NC), (NC)’ and (NC)” are equivalent; 
(ii) (MC), (MC)’ and (MC)” are equivalent; 
(iii) (BTS), (BTS)’ and (BTS)” are equivalent. 
4. EXAMPLES 
We now give partial latin squares which show that the implications in 
parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5 are strict. Consider the partial latin square PI 
and its associated network in Figure 1. The numbers beside the nodes of 
the network of Figure 1 represent the associated row, column or symbol 
indices. It is clear that (NC) fails for PI (and hence (MC) and (BTS) also 
fail for PJ; e.g., we may take 1, = K, = (3) and J, = (2). However, one 
may routinely verify that the conditions (NC) hold for the partial latin 
square P, of Figure 2, whose preassignments are a subset of those for PI . 
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K1 
I 5 K? 
3 1 
3 3 
4 4 
p1 G 
FIG. 1. Partial latin square PI and its associated @Q-network. Nodes in 
to no edges are omitted. 
G inc :ident 
i 
p* 
FIG. 2. Partial latin squares P2, Pi and Pi with shaded (MC) failure 
k 
” 
j 
FIG. 3. Partial latin squares P, , Pi and I’: with shaded optimal (DLP) solution. 
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On the other hand, the shaded cells of P2 constitute a set S for which the 
corresponding (MC) condition fails (and hence (BTS) also fails for Pz). The 
associated conjugates Pi and Pl are given on the right side and top, respec- 
tively, of the 4 x 4 x 4 cube of Figure 2; (MC) failure sets S’ and S” for 
Pi and Pl , respectively, are also indicated by shaded cells. Observe that the 
unshaded, empty cells of Pz , Pi and Pl define a solution to (DIP) of value 9, 
which is less than 10, the number of empty cells in P, . 
For the partial Latin square P3 and its two conjugates Pi, Pi of Figure 3, 
the number of empty cells is 23 and the optimal solution to (DLP) represented 
by the shaded entries in Figure 3 has value 22+. One may check that this 
solution to (DLP) is optimal by verifying its feasibility for @LP) and the 
k-1 
k=3 
k:5 
k=2 
k=4 
FIG. 4. An optimal (PLP) solution for P, . * entries indicate preassignments of P,, 
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FIG. 5. Partial latin square P4, due to Cruse [I]. 
feasibility of the corresponding solution of Figure 4 for (PLP), also of value 
228. Since the optimal (DLP) solution value is 22&, the optimal (DIP) 
solution value is no smaller than 23, the number of empty cells in P, . Hence 
(MC) (and thus (NC)) . IS satisfied for P, , whereas (BTS) fails for P, and 
hence P3 cannot be completed. 
The partial latin square P, was derived from P, of Figure 5, which is due 
to Cruse El]. It is not difficult to see that Pa cannot be completed, but in [l] 
a triply stochastic matrix is given which verifies that P4 satisfies the (BTS) 
conditions for completion (and hence also (MC) and (NC}). 
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